The idea is that each time a student or staff member goes out of their way to demonstrate one of our Craig Core Values they are recognized by having that small act written on a piece of paper, presented to the class, and then added to their classroom chain.

In the Fall we join our classroom chains during a character celebration in the gym. These chains were hung in our hallways while individual classes kept building their own chains, In the Spring we hold a culminating Link Up Event for the year including the entire student body, staff, and even our mascot Moonlight the Owl. The links from the Fall are joined together with individual classroom chains. Last Spring this totaled 6,665 chain links and wrapped around the entire school track. During this event, each class is announced along with the number of Cove Vale Connections they contributed to the chain. It is a very powerful experience for everyone to see how small acts of character can go a very long way!